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I have two hours total
Try the following:
• Two-hour lesson plan
• Instructions for using the app

I have three Into Film
club sessions
Try the following:
• Two-hour lesson plan
• Storymaker scene planning
• Instructions for using the app

I have one week’s worth
of English lessons
Try the following:
• Two-hour lesson plan
• What can you see and hear?
• Story mountain
• The Gruffalo has…
• Storymaker scene planning
• Instructions for using the app

I have three language
lessons
Try the following:
• Learn a language with Mouse
• Instructions for using the app

I have half a term as a
cross-curricular project
Try all of the activities
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Introduction
The Gruffalo is one of the most well-loved stories of our childhood
era – read by teachers, families and young children across the world
since 1999. Written by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Axel Scheffler and
published by Macmillan Children’s Books it has been translated into over
60 languages and adapted for film and theatre.
The Gruffalo tells the magical tale of a mouse who takes a walk though
the woods in search of a nut. Encountering three predators who all
wish to eat him — a fox, an owl and a snake — the plucky mouse has
to use his wits to survive. He announces that he is meeting a monster
with terrible features, a ‘gruffalo’, to scare them away. But what
happens when he comes face to face with his own creation?
Produced by Magic Light Pictures, this Oscar nominated film features
the voices of Helena Bonham Carter, Rob Brydon, Robbie Coltrane,
James Corden, John Hurt and Tom Wilkinson.
Watch The Gruffalo film on DVD. Into Film clubs can rent this for free
from the online catalogue – www.intofilm.org/clubs

Magic Light Pictures presents an Orange Eyes
production in association with Studio Soi
Helena Bonham Carter Rob Brydon Robbie Coltrane
James Corden John Hurt Tom Wilkinson
Based on the book The Gruffalo written by
Julia Donaldson & illustrated by Axel Scheffler
Adapted by Julia Donaldson, Jakob Schuh & Max Lang
Casting Director Karen Lindsay-Stewart, CDG
Co-producer Carsten Bunte
Associate Producer Daryl Shute
Sound Designer Adrian Rhodes
Editor Robin Sales
Music composed by René Aubry
Produced by Michael Rose & Martin Pope
Directed by Jakob Schuh & Max Lang
© Orange Eyes Limited 2009
The Gruffalo word mark and logo are trademarks
of Julia Donaldson & Axel Scheffler and used under
license. Licensed by Magic Light Pictures Ltd.

intofilm.org
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About the Storymaker app
The Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition is simple to use and
has been designed with both independent and adult-led work in mind.
It can be downloaded from the App Store.
Pupils are able to:
• watch key moments from The Gruffalo film
• record their voices over the top of the moving images:
–– by reading the subtitles from the original story
–– or by recording new dialogue and narrative
• choose suitable soundtracks to enhance the mood of the scene
• choose or record sound effects to bring the action to life
• name and save their creations to the app
• share their films in class by exporting them or connecting iPads to
the whiteboard.
Storymaker: The Gruffalo is suitable for use in lower Primary school
settings, ideally placed within key stage 1 (England), Foundation phase
(Wales and Northern Ireland) and First level (Scotland). Older Primary
pupils studying a different language, students with English as an
Additional Language (EAL) or Special Educational Needs (SEN), may
also find the app and accompanying activities useful and engaging.

intofilm.org
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About this resource
This teaching resource contains cross-curricular activities, printable
activity sheets and technical guidance to support the most effective
use of the app. Whilst none of the activities in this document are
compulsory, they will provide teachers and their pupils with a wellrounded approach to using the app effectively in class.
One of the most exciting features of the app is the creation of pupils’
own dialogue and narrative, allowing them to put their own spin
on a familiar story, within the boundaries of the moving images.
Pupils will find that their creations are more satisfying, enchanting
and humorous if teachers are able to spend a little time before or
during using the Storymaker app to dig deep into the world of
The Gruffalo, thinking carefully about the characters, the story, the
setting and moods as they change, twist and turn during the course
of the film.
This document is designed to be used in conjunction with:
• the Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition app
• the Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint
presentation, which is student-facing and contains embedded
film clips (you need to have QuickTime Player installed)
• the Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition curriculum
links PDF.

intofilm.org

About Into Film
Supported by the BFI and the film
industry, Into Film is one of the
world’s most extensive and fastestgrowing film education programmes
for 5- to 19-year-olds. It reaches
one million young people each year
through its UK-network of 12,000
film clubs, providing vibrant learning
resources, training opportunities
and online content. Using film as
a powerful tool for learning, the
organisation offers support and
CPD training to schools, colleges
and youth groups, helping to raise
attainment and encourage deep and
active learning. The organisation also
hosts the UK’s biggest annual free
film festival. Visit www.intofilm.org
for more information about us.
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Using the Into Film Storymaker:
The Gruffalo Edition

The Into Film Storymaker is an educational app that allows you to add
voice, music and sound effects over carefully selected film clips. In The
Gruffalo Edition, pupils (recommended ages 5 to 7) have the opportunity
to apply their imagination and literacy skills to the much-loved animated
story The Gruffalo. Used in conjunction with the activities in this resource,
it can support development of literacy, language and storytelling skills as
well as opportunities to learn about the magic of film and filmmaking.
The Storymaker has been designed for children to use independently and
confidently in class, or it can be used in adult-led activities as desired. Simple
Instructions for using the app can be found on page 9 and further technical
information found in the FAQs at www.intofilm.org/gruffalo-faqs.
Use of the Storymaker taps into the following skills:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

digital literacy
oral storytelling
teamwork
problem solving
imaginative creativity
resilience
organisation and logic

It naturally supports the ICT and computing curriculms across the UK.

intofilm.org
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Best recording conditions
•

•
•

•

•

Working in pairs is ideal as it encourages collaboration and naturally
fits the interaction between characters in the scenes. You may wish
to have larger groups if necessary, however additional noise should
be anticipated, which may appear on the playback of their final
films.
Ask pairs to agree in advance whose role it will be to hold the iPad,
who will tap the icons and who will play each character. This will
ensure calm and considerate collaboration between pupils.
A room full of pupils, the sounds within the app and the excitement
of using it can make for a noisy recording environment! This can be
diminished by:
–– taking adult-led groups into a different room or sectioned-off area
–– allowing one section of your class to focus on the Storymaker,
whilst the remainder of the groups work quietly on the activities
in this resource.
Using headsets to remove any external sound from the app can also
be a useful way of maximising the sound quality of your pupils’ finished
story clips. It is recommended that this method is only used when a
pupil is working on an iPad as an individual and not as part of a pair.
To maximise the clarity and volume of a recorded voice, it is worth
indicating the location of the microphone at the bottom of the iPad.
This avoids pupils covering it with their hands and encourages them
to project their voices in the right direction.

Screening your films
•
•
•

•

It is important for pupils to be able to share their creations
amongst their peers, as well as watching them back enlarged on
the interactive whiteboard.
You may wish to invite another class in to watch the films, or even
share them in a whole-school assembly.
Why not send out an invite to parents to come in to school and
watch the films in a special The Gruffalo-themed film festival. This
will also give pupils the chance to showcase the hard work that has
taken place leading up to the final production.
Further technical information on screening finished films can be
found in the FAQs at www.intofilm.org/gruffalo-faqs.

Taking it further
The cross-curricular activities contained within the other sections of
this document will provide educators with a broad and scaffolded
approach to the best use of the Storymaker. Building these activities
into sessions before, during or after using the app will ensure children
are well equipped to retell and record The Gruffalo in the most
successful way. Alternatively, if time does not permit for supporting
lessons and you wish to jump straight into storymaking, rest assured
the Two-hour lesson plan on pages 11–12 is a great, quick-win option!

intofilm.org

Please note
Whilst the iPad provides the facility
to share exported films to social
media networks, we request that
it is not used. The exported clips
are part of a digital educational
resource designed exclusively
for playback and presentation in
the school and club environment
only. The visual material and music
used to create the films remains
the property of the copyright
holders, Magic Light Pictures/
Orange Eyes Ltd, and any misuse
will be considered an infringement
of their intellectual property rights
and removed accordingly.
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Instructions
for using
the app
Change app settings

Visit teacher area

Get started

Home screen

Go back to
previous screen

Watch help video

Gallery screen

Full screen view

Export
clip

Edit
clip

Delete
clip

Subtitles on/off

Record Play
Edit screen
Music

Record
voice

Sound
effects
Save

To move the timeline forwards
or backwards drag this pin
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Make, save and store in ten easy steps

1

Select the clapperboard on the home screen.

2

On the gallery screen, choose which of the nine scenes
you will be editing and then tap the green arrow. This
will take you into that scene in edit mode.

3

Select the play icon to watch the scene. Depending
on the desired outcome, subtitles for reading can be
turned on or off using the subtitles icon.

4

Tap the microphone icon to record your voice. The first
time you try to record your voice, a device notification will
pop up asking you if you would like to give the app access
to your microphone. Select ‘yes’. You may also record
your own sound effects with this function. Tap record to
begin recording.

5

Select the music icon to choose a suitable soundtrack.
Tap record to begin recording.

6

Select the sound effects icon to add sound effects.
Remember: less is more! Tap record to begin recording.

7

You can delete voice, music and sound effect tracks
individually by selecting the red bin/delete icon. Be careful
– if you delete a track you will lose everything on that track.

8

When you are happy with your film, select the
green tick to save. Type in the user’s name (first
name only for child safety) or the title of the
finished film and select save. This will save the clip
to the app (not the device).

9

Back in the gallery screen, you can choose to:
delete your saved film, watch it in full screen mode
or export.

10

Once saved to the device, connect the iPad to a computer.
This is a chance to save the finished film to your school server
or screen the film on the interactive whiteboard.

intofilm.org

Need further support?
Visit our FAQs page
at www.intofilm.org/
gruffalo-faqs
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Equipment needed:
•
•
•
•
•

iPads
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition
Cables to facilitate interactive whiteboard screening
(see FAQs at www.intofilm.org/gruffalo-faqs)
Optional: Two-hour lesson plan
Optional: alternative story text pre-written by pupils

Before you begin
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Download the Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition from the
App Store. You will need to have an Into Film club login to use the app
– visit our FAQs for details www.intofilm.org/gruffalo-faqs
Log in to the app using your Into Film club leader account details.
Don’t have an account yet? Sign up at www.intofilm.org.uk/clubs
– it’s free and easy
The Storymaker can be used on iPads in any group size, however
we have found that iPads are best used in pairs so that young
children can develop teamwork and communication skills.
The app will work on all iPad models but it cannot be downloaded
via an Android tablet
Ensure that iPads are charged up before your session begins, and
that audio and microphone are both switched on
We recommend consulting your organisation’s technician, or ICT
leader (if applicable), before downloading the app — they may be
able to remotely download the app to all of your iPads in one go. If
not, you will need to download the app (via the App Store) onto your
iPads one by one
If you wish to screen completed films on the interactive whiteboard,
you can link your iPad to the whiteboard via a cable (either a VGA or
HDMI cable, depending on your connection socket). Again, where
possible, we advise that you consult an ICT leader in advance. For
more information visit www.intofilm.org/gruffalo-faqs

Useful features
•

•
•

In edit mode, the speech bubble turns the text of the original script
from The Gruffalo on and off. This function may be beneficial for
those pupils with a higher level of reading skill or educators wishing
to focus on developing reading with particular pupils
On the home screen, the teacher icon will present you with a tutorial
video of the app and links to a webpage that hosts this resource.
Once downloaded, it can be viewed on the app or printed off
Throughout the app, the question mark icon in the top right corner
launches short help video guides, which show you and your pupils
what they can do on that particular page

intofilm.org
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Two-hour lesson plan
The following lesson plan will support teachers
who have just a few hours to spare in using the
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition.
We recommend that the steps below take place
ahead of using the Storymaker to ensure that
pupils are adequately prepared to produce films
they will be proud of.
Activity

This plan will take you through:
•
•
•
•
•

watching The Gruffalo film in full
pupils’ independent exploration
of the Storymaker: The Gruffalo
literacy activity for the retelling of
one scene
using the app to create a film
screening to the class.

First hour

Quick recap on The Gruffalo book, eliciting prior knowledge of the
story, characters and setting.

5 mins

Watch The Gruffalo film on DVD. Into Film clubs can rent this for free
from the online catalogue – www.intofilm.org/clubs

30 mins

During or after the film discussion questions:

10 mins

•
•
•
•
•

What are the key moments in the story?
What do each of the characters sound and behave like? How did
they make you feel?
Where does the story take place? How can you tell?
What was the music like? Did it change – why?
What would you change about the story/characters?

Introduce the Storymaker – tell pupils what the app does, but not how
to operate it.
Pupils’ independent exploration of the app. Feedback as a group and
discuss what went well and what could be improved.

15 mins

Second hour on the next page >>

intofilm.org
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Two-hour lesson plan
Activity
Activity outline

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Second hour
20 mins

Take one embedded film clip from the Into Film Storymaker: The
Gruffalo PowerPoint presentation and watch it together on the
whiteboard.
Choose one or two key sentences/lines of dialogue to retell. For
example, “Where are you going to, little brown mouse? Come and
have lunch in my underground house.”
Write the chosen sentences on the whiteboard and discuss ways of
changing it.
You may wish to choose certain key words, such as ‘little’ or ‘house’,
or completely rewrite the whole line to change the meaning entirely!
Discuss the type of music that would work well with the mood in
this part of the story – should it be scary? Silly? Happy?
Are there any sound effects that would really bring the action to
life? You could watch the clip together again with the sound off
using ‘hands up’ to identify opportunities for sound effects. (NB: It
is important to emphasise ‘creative control’ over the use of sound
effects, as too many may spoil the film.)
Give pairs of pupils an iPad with the Storymaker installed and talk
them through each stage of the production – recording voice;
choosing soundtrack; choosing/creating sound effects - you may
wish to split these up with mini-plenaries.

Pairs use the app to create one film.

30 mins

Screen a selection of the children’s Storymaker films on the whiteboard.
Guidance can be found on page 7.

10 mins

What next?
Want to have another go and improve the quality of the storytelling
in your pupils’ films? Choose one of the Quick-click pathways on
page 2 to find activities which explore the characters, story, sound
and setting even further.

intofilm.org
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Your key to the gallery
The scenes you choose to edit first will depend on variables such as time,
pupil groupings and learning objectives.
Beginner

denotes a shorter scene with less voice recording required.

Intermediate

mid-length scene, with a greater amount of creative
input needed.

Advanced

requires a higher level of interaction, a longer
completion time or a fluent reading pace.

Mouse sees the Tree of Nuts
Level: Beginner
Duration: 15 seconds

Mouse meets Fox
Level: Advanced
Duration: 1 minute 23 seconds

Mouse meets Owl
Level: Advanced
Duration: 1 minute 6 seconds

Mouse meets Snake
Level: Intermediate
Duration: 55 seconds

Mouse meets Gruffalo
Level: Beginner
Duration: 38 seconds

Mouse meets Snake again
Level: Intermediate
Duration: 59 seconds

Mouse meets Owl again
Level: Beginner
Duration: 38 seconds

Mouse meets Fox again
Level: Intermediate
Duration: 38 seconds

Mouse gets his nut
Level: Intermediate
Duration: 1 minute 17 seconds

intofilm.org
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Literacy activities: introduction
The Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition is an engaging tool
that naturally supports the English curriculum across the whole of
the UK, as well as weaving literacy and language through all other
curricular subjects. Literacy and language skills developed include:
Reading

•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum Links
Familiarisation with fiction and non-fiction books
Reading aloud using intonation and action
Applying phonic skills and knowledge
Inference, deduction and retrieval
Identifying and recalling rhyme and repetitive phrases

Writing

•
•
•
•

All direct links to the curricula
for England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales are provided
in the accompanying Into Film
Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition
curriculum links PDF.

Writing narratives
Developing new vocabulary
Composing sentences orally
Writing for different purposes

Spoken language

•
•
•
•

Questioning to extend understanding
Hypothesising and exploring ideas
Justification and reasoning
Articulation

intofilm.org
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Activity: The Gruffalo has…
Get to know the Gruffalo by exploring his physical characteristics. This
activity will expand pupils’ vocabulary by encouraging them to think of
alternative descriptions. By completing this activity in advance of using the
Storymaker, pupils will develop the confidence to form their own new
lines and phrases for The Gruffalo.
Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•

compose phrases orally before writing them
identify key physical characteristics of the Gruffalo
expand their range of descriptive vocabulary.

Some may use a thesaurus to select effective synonyms.

Black
tongue

Dark, slimy
tongue

Equipment needed:

•
•
•

The Gruffalo has… activity sheet
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint presentation
Optional: thesauruses

Activity outline
1.

Ask pupils to think, pair, share descriptive keywords or phrases
about the Gruffalo. Make a note of new vocabulary.

2.

Watch the ‘Mouse meets Fox’, ‘Mouse meets Owl’ and ‘Mouse
meets Snake’ clips on slides 2, 3 and 4 of the Storymaker: The
Gruffalo presentation and discuss comparisons with the pupils’
descriptions.

3.

Display slides 5 and 6, which contain stills of the Gruffalo’s body
parts. Can they think of new, alternative vocabulary?

4.

Display an A3 copy of The Gruffalo has… activity sheet and
demonstrate how to annotate using the new vocabulary.

5.

Individuals work on labelling the Gruffalo using The Gruffalo
has… activity sheet.

6.

Collate vocabulary and save for the Storymaker scene planning
activity.

Poisonous
wart

Deadly
boil

Orange
eyes

Eyes like
fire

Illustrations © 1999 Axel Scheffler.
Licensed by Magic Light Pictures Ltd.

intofilm.org
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The Gruffalo has…
Can you label the Gruffalo?
Try to use your own words!

intofilm.org
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Activity: Story Mountain
Use this activity to plot and sequence the key moments from the film. Don’t
forget that pupils’ creations on the Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo
Edition will be even more impressive if they are able to retell the story with
a new and exciting twist!
The Storymaker contains nine key events for editing and, depending on
time and ability, pupils can retell anything from one to nine of those scenes.
The Story mountain activity sheet on page 18 should be completed with
a minimum of the opening, problem and ending considered, so that pupils
have a good sense of the essence of the story – whether adapted or original.
Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•

demonstrate familiarity with The Gruffalo by sequencing the key
moments from the film
plan what they are going to write about using key words from the story
plot the key moments from their own version of The Gruffalo story
(optional).

Story mountain activity sheet

Equipment needed

•
•

Story mountain activity sheet
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition

Into Film Storymaker:
The Gruffalo Edition

Activity outline
1.

As a class, discuss the key moments from The Gruffalo. How did
it begin? In what order were the characters introduced? What was
Mouse’s problem? How did he overcome it?

2.

Provide pairs or small groups of pupils with iPads loaded with the
Storymaker, or link one iPad to the whiteboard using the method
outlined in the Instructions for using the app on page 9. Glance over
the key moments and discuss them as a class.

3.

Now is the time to decide whether or not pupils will be composing an
adaptation of the story, where perhaps the characters’ relationships or
behaviours are different (maybe Mouse is the villain of the story!), there
is an alternative ending or any changes they like. Remember the visuals
cannot be changed, so the challenge is to ensure any changes to the
story match up with what the audience sees on the screen!

4.

Hand out A3 enlarged copies of the Story mountain activity sheet
and demonstrate how to complete it using key vocabulary from the
story. You may wish to also include time sequencing or storytelling
vocabulary such as first, one day, next, suddenly and finally.

5.

When pupils have mapped their stories on the mountain, they will be
ready to take each key event individually and plan it in more detail
using the Storymaker scene planning activity.

intofilm.org
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Story mountain
Problem

Build up

Opening

intofilm.org
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Ending
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Activity:
Storymaker scene planning
This is where the serious planning for recording on the Into Film
Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition takes place! This activity will introduce
pupils to basic scriptwriting and storyboarding, concentrating on one
Storymaker scene at a time. This activity will develop literacy skills and
encourage careful consideration of how the new dialogue and narrative
comes together with the soundtrack and sound effects.

Note: the activity does not require
speech marks like it would in book
text, as we have opted for a script
alternative to match the overall
Storymaker filmmaking task.

Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•

compose dialogue and narrative using simple or compound sentences
read aloud with fluency and expression
use basic scriptwriting and storyboarding techniques to plan a scene.

Some may identify and use rhyming words.
Equipment needed:

•
•

Storymaker scene planner
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition

Storymaker scene planner

Activity outline
1.

Pupils should consult their story structures completed in the Story
mountain activity and chose the first Storymaker: The Gruffalo
scene they wish to develop.

2.

Encourage pupils to use key vocabulary accumulated in any of the
activities in this resource, particularly The Gruffalo has…, Meet the
animals and What can you see and hear.

3.

You may wish to differentiate, using either simple or compound
sentences. FANBOYS is a useful acronym to remember when
composing compound sentences - for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
Example dialogue or narrative may include:
Simple sentences

Compound sentences

Fox looked scared.

Snake rattled his tail and slid away.

The Gruffalo roared.

I would like to but I’m not feeling
hungry.

Owl swooped down on
Mouse.
The forest was quiet.

Into Film Storymaker:
The Gruffalo Edition

You look tasty so I will devour you.
Stop right there or I will scream.

I’m not feeling hungry.

Activity continued on the next page >>

intofilm.org
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4.

Consideration should be given to what is happening visually in the
scene when each line of dialogue or narrative is spoken. Where
possible, the rhyming spirit of The Gruffalo story should be kept alive,
by working together on rhyming words, eg:
• Owl ice cream and scream?
• Snake and shake?
• Tree and flee or glee?

5.

The Gruffalo animated film does an excellent job of bringing the
humour of The Gruffalo storybook to life through speaking with
expression, facial expressions and timings. Can pupils use their
imaginations to work some humour into their scripts?

6.

Hand out copies of the Storymaker scene planner, enlarged if this is
easier for some. Explain that filmmakers plan their films very carefully,
drawing storyboards and writing scripts so they know exactly what
the characters will say and do, and when. This planning sheet is a
simplified adaptation of the two.

7.

Demonstrate how to write on a new line each time the character or
narrator starts to speak. Pupils can use N (for narrator), G, M, O, F or S
in the circles in front of each line.

8.

They can draw pictures to keep track of what is happening on the
screen during the recording.

9.

They might consider at this stage what soundtrack will be playing to
match the mood of the scene, and what sound effects to select from
the provided options or record themselves.

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Don’t forget, progression and process
are vital. Pupils should feel like they
can make mistakes, learn along the
way and have as many attempts as
they need – practice makes perfect.

10. When complete, practise reading aloud – fluently and with expression
– recording onto the iPad, either directly into the Storymaker or
using a video camera app.
11. When recording on the Storymaker, pupils may notice that the sound
of the speech does not always match up with the speech seen, ie
the characters’ mouth movements. It is important that this does not
hamper their creativity, but can rather be seen as a challenge!

Top tip: Try to match the speech up
with who is speaking on camera at
the time – when the character is seen
talking on screen, the character can
also be heard talking.
A great example of a U-certificated
foreign-language film dubbed into
English is Ponyo, also available on the
Into Film catalogue.

intofilm.org
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Storymaker scene planner
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Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Activity: Meet the animals
When we meet Mouse, Fox, Owl and Snake in pupils’ Storymaker: The
Gruffalo films, the dialogue and narrative will be more accurate and
colourful if they have completed some contextual work around the animals
in real life. This includes how these woodland animals look, sound and
behave. Sources of information include: non-fiction books; the internet;
apps; video content; and real-life encounters in controlled environments.
This activity meets literacy and science curricular objectives.
Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•
•

identify and describe the physical features of woodland animals
extract useful information from non-fiction sources
explain some key characteristics of these animals
be able to identify the animals’ habitats.

Equipment needed

•
•
•

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint presentation
Non-fiction books, apps and web pages featuring woodland animals
Optional: iPads or other recording devices

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo
Edition PowerPoint presentation

Activity outline
1.

Split the class into four, and ask the groups to each think about one of the characters
from The Gruffalo – Mouse, Fox, Owl and Snake. You may wish to watch the three
clips in the Storymaker: The Gruffalo presentation.

2.

Ask:
a. What does he look like?
b. How does he move?
c. Where do you think he lives in the woods?
d. What other adjectives would you use to describe him?

3.

Explain that they are going to investigate these animals in real life. Sticking with
the same animal, small groups should then use a variety of sources to research
facts about their animal. They can record these as key vocabulary, full sentences
or as factsheets.

4.

Groups should then present their findings to the class so all children have the
opportunity to learn about all of the animals and characters. You may wish to
ask them to take on the persona of the chosen animal, so they can practise the
characters’ voices for their Storymaker recordings. During presentations, collate a
class vocabulary bank, storing interesting adjectives, nouns and verbs to describe
the characteristics of each animal. Don’t forget to record the presentations and
play them back!

5.

On the carpet, secretly look at photographs of the animals. Quiz pupils on the
physical and behavioural characteristics of each animal, using questions like:
a. I have a long body, no legs and sharp teeth – who am I?
b. Why would a mouse be afraid of an owl?
c. Where would you be most likely to bump into a fox?

intofilm.org
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Teachers’ notes

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Learning through film: introduction
The Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition will introduce pupils to
the incredibly rich world of film, through:

•
•
•
•

film watching
analysis and discussion
filmmaking
film screening

By watching The Gruffalo, using the Storymaker and completing the
activities in this section, pupils will gain a basic understanding of how films
are put together to create meaning. This will in turn develop the same
comprehension skills required for reading written texts.
Practical activities encouraging creative expression give pupils the
opportunity to get first hand experience of what goes into the making of
films like The Gruffalo. Recreating the sound effects heard in children’s
favourite films using classroom objects and designing their very own
The Gruffalo set in a shoebox are just two activities that will set their
imaginations alight for colourful Storymaker creations.

Taking it further
•

If during or after the completion of the Storymaker: The Gruffalo
project your class wishes to make their own animation film, teacher
guidance can be found in An Introduction to Stop Motion Animation
at www.intofilm.org/stop-motion-animation.

•

Further general filmmaking guidance for teachers of Primary pupils
is contained within Into Film’s Filmmaking Guide – Primary, which
can be downloaded from www.intofilm.org/filmmaking. Pupils also
have the opportunity to explore and try out a variety of careers in
the film industry in Into Film’s resource Careers in Film – Primary at
www.intofilm.org/careers-primary.

•

Into Film provides free CPD for teachers who wish to expand
their knowledge and skills in various areas, including film
literacy, filmmaking for curricular attainment and animation. See
www.intofilm.org/training for more information.

intofilm.org
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Activity outlines

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Activity:
What can you see and hear?
By watching The Gruffalo more closely and using text comprehension
skills to deduce meaning, pupils will have a wider repertoire of vocabulary
and ideas to draw upon when narrating their films on the Into Film
Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition.
Moving image and film stills are, much like written text, stimuli that can be
analysed by asking, ‘What can you see?’, ‘What can you hear?’ and ‘What
do you think that means?’.

Six core elements
3Cs and 3Ss

Colours

Character

Camera

Story

Setting

Sound

Six core elements, known as the 3Cs and 3Ss, can be decoded.
These build upon the following comprehension skills: decoding; retrieving
information; considering purpose; evaluating structure; deduction and
inference; and contextualisation.
Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•
•

create a bank of descriptive vocabulary
consider how character, colour, setting and story come together to
produce meaning
develop comprehension and critical analysis skills
produce written sentences that retell a visual story.

Some may identify and use rhyming words.

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo
Edition PowerPoint presentation

Equipment needed:

•
•
•

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint presentation
What can you see? activity sheet
The 3Cs and 3Ss dice and questions

Activity outline
1.

Together, watch the ‘Mouse meets Fox’ clip on slide 2 of the
Storymaker: The Gruffffalo presentation.

2.

Display one or as many of the 3Cs and 3Ss that you feel the
class can manage, taking one at a time to discuss what they
are and what the children saw and heard in the clip.

3.

To help pupils focus on one element and turn learning into a
fun game, you could sit in a circle and throw pre-assembled
3Cs and 3Ss dice to randomise the focus area. Then, use the
questions sheet to encourage deep thinking about what they
have seen and heard.

What can you see?

The 3Cs and 3Ss dice and questions

Activity continued on the next page >>
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Activity outlines

4.

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Display an enlarged copy of the What can you see? activity sheet and
pull out specific areas of the ‘Mouse meets Fox’ film still to analyse.
Suggestions include:
a.
b.

c.
d.

What is Mouse doing? How do you think he feels? How can you
tell?
What differences can you see between Fox and Mouse? What
does this tell you about Fox? Who do you think is more powerful,
and why?
What would you be able to hear if there were sounds with this
picture?
Where is this scene taking place? What can you see that makes
you think that? Why is it set there and not at sea?

It would be useful if you were able to list their ideas and keywords on the
board under each related C or S.
5.

Hand out copies of the What can you see? activity sheet and ask
individuals to explore everything they can see and what they think
they would hear. Pupils can discuss, annotate with keywords or write
in full sentences about the various elements they can see and what
they think that means to the story. Copies of The 3Cs and 3Ss dice
and questions can be handed out for pupils to use in small groups.

6.

Note that this activity can be applied to any of the Storymaker: The
Gruffalo scenes. Simply connect the iPad to the interactive whiteboard
(see guidance at www.intofilm.org/gruffalo-faqs).

intofilm.org
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Storymaker: The Gruffalo

What can you see?
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

The 3Cs and 3Ss
The 3Cs (Colour,
Camera, Character)
and the 3Ss (Story,
Setting, Sound)
can be used to
help pupils discuss
and analyse all the
elements of a film.

To use:
Cut out and fold
the template to
form the dice. After
viewing a film or
film sequence just
roll the dice and
ask your pupils
the corresponding
questions on the
next page.

intofilm.org
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Colours
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What colours do you see?
How do the colours make you feel?
When do the colours change and why?
What do the colours tell you about the time of day
that the story took place?
Why do you think certain colours are used?
What colours would you have chosen?
Do the colours change when the story is in a different
setting?
Are any colours associated with particular characters?
How important do you think the colours are in the
film?
What would the film have been like in black and white
or in just one colour?
What mood do you think the colours create?

Story
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting

Character
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there a main character?
Is there more than one main character?
Is the story really about this character or about
someone else?
Who is telling the story?
What do the main characters look like?
What might the way they look like tell us about them
as a character?
How do they speak and what do they say?
How do they behave?
How do they behave towards other characters?
Do any of the characters have particular music or sounds?
Which character interests you the most?
Is there anyone else you would like to see in the story?
How would the story be different with another
character added or taken away?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Camera
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What shots have been used? Can you name them?
When do you see a long shot or a close-up shot?
What are the different shots used for?
Through whose eyes do we see the story?
When do we see different characters’ point of view?
When does the camera move and when does it stay still?
How does the camera help to tell the story?
What do the first shots tell us about the story, the
setting etc?
Why do certain shots follow each other e.g. a long
shot followed by a close-up?
How can you tell what the characters are thinking or
how they are feeling through what the camera does?
How quickly do the shots change? Does this change in
different parts of the story?

intofilm.org

What happens in the beginning, middle and at the
end of the story?
What are the most important things (events) that
happen in the story?
How would the story change if events happened in a
different order?
How do we know where the story takes place?
Who or what is the story about?
How can we tell?
How long does the story take in ‘real’ time?
What do you think happened before the story began?
What might happen next, after the end of the story?
How does this story remind you of other stories?
How would you like the story to continue?

Where does the action take place?
Why is the story set in a particular place?
When and how does the setting change?
How does the setting affect the characters and the
way they behave?
When the story began, where did you think we were?
How could you tell where the story was taking place?
Could the same story have happened in a different
place?
How do you think the story would have changed if it
had happened in a different place or setting?
Can you tell when the story is taking place?
What clues might there be to tell us whether the
story is set now or in the past?

Sounds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many different sounds do you hear? What are they?
Is there music in the film?
How does the music make you feel?
When do you hear the music or sounds change?
What is happening on screen when the sounds or
music change?
If you listen to the sounds without the pictures, can
you tell what is happening on the screen?
Are there any moments of silence?
Do any of the characters speak? What do they sound like?
If you added your own voiceover to the film, who
would speak and what would they say?
Can you hear any sound effects?
Do you think any sounds have been made louder than
they would be in real life? What are they? Why do you
think they are louder in the film?
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Activity outlines

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Activity: Shoebox Set Design
Shoebox set design will introduce pupils to the very basics of set design
and the planning that goes into filmmaking, without the need for
extensive space, props or animation software. This practical thought
process allows pupils to apply the 3Cs and 3Ss (camera, colour,
character, sound, story, setting) learned in What can you see and hear?
to their imagining of The Gruffalo.

Note: this activity, if carried out in
full, may take more than one lesson
to complete.

Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•
•

develop an awareness of set design in the filmmaking process
develop teamwork and problem-solving skills
practically apply their understanding of the 3Cs and 3Ss
kinaesthetically plan their Storymaker: The Gruffalo films.

Equipment needed

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shoebox Set Design characters
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint presentation
Scissors
One empty shoebox per group
Coloured pens/pencils
Art supplies such as crepe, tissue and shiny paper
Glue/adhesive putty
Optional: iPads
Optional: The Gruffalo book

Shoebox Set Design characters

Into Film Storymaker:
The Gruffalo Edition

Activity outline
1.

Altogether, watch any of the scenes on the Into Film Storymaker
featuring The Gruffalo or in the Storymaker: The Gruffalo
presentation. You may also wish to read a section of The Gruffalo
book whilst pupils close their eyes and imagine what the setting
looks like.

2.

You can encourage deeper creative analysis by asking the
questions found on The 3Cs and 3Ss questions sheet on page 28.
They will then be able to apply this understanding to their own set
design for The Gruffalo.

3.

Organise pupils into groups and hand out the equipment required
to recreate the scene in a shoebox. Explain that they will be
recreating their own scene from The Gruffalo.

4.

Ask each group to discuss where in the woodland their scene
takes place.

5.

Stand the empty shoebox on its side, so that the bottom of the
box becomes the back wall of their set.

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo
Edition PowerPoint presentation

Activity continued on the next page >>
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Activity outlines

6.

Cover the back and the inside walls with coloured paper, drawings and
artwork to reflect the setting and colours of the story. For example,
woodland scenes may use lots of green, brown and blue paper.

7.

Cut out the Shoebox Set Design characters or create your own
using the ‘blank’ character templates. Place the characters and any
other props in the scene. Ask children to consider carefully where
they place each character and what this means to the audience
about the story and relationship between the characters.

8.

Now that their scenes are set, the camera and microphones (which
can be attached to the end of pencils) can be placed for optimal
camera shots and pick-up of sound.

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

What next?
Now pupils have an understanding of how a scene comes together,
an iPad could be used to produce a short stop motion animation by
moving the characters around the setting. Pupils can record themselves
reading aloud from the script they have created in the Storymaker scene
planning activity and overlaying this in the editing process. Please refer
to the Filmmaking guides at www.intofilm.org/resources for guidance.
Shoebox Set Design and animation is covered in Into Film’s training for
teachers – details and booking available at www.intofilm.org/training.

intofilm.org
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Shoebox set design characters

Illustrations © 1999 Axel Scheffler. Licensed by Magic Light Pictures Ltd.
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Activity outlines

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Activity:
Creating Foley sound effects
Foley sound refers to sound effects added to a film during post-production
(after the ‘shoot’). Foley sounds are created in a studio using objects and
different types of surfaces to enhance the sounds heard during the film.
Microphones are used to capture the sounds as clearly as possible.
This activity will encourage pupils to carefully select areas in The Gruffalo
that they feel would benefit from sound effect enhancement. Don’t forget
to ask them for reasons behind their choices – what do the sound effects
add to the scene? To make audiences laugh? Feel scared? Process –
thinking and actual - is the key here.
Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•
•

carefully consider which sounds are worthy of emphasis
identify everyday objects and surfaces with which to create different
sounds
apply the sounds to the correct moving images.

Equipment needed:

•
•
•
•

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint presentation
Range of everyday objects
Percussion instruments
iPads or other devices that can record sound

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo
Edition PowerPoint presentation

Activity outline
1.

Turn off the volume on your computer and, together, watch ‘Mouse
meets Owl again’ on slide 3 of the Storymaker: The Gruffalo
presentation. What sounds do they think they would hear? What
would the music be like and how would it make them feel?

2.

Watch the clip again and ask pupils to identify any sound effects they
think have been added. How did the effects make them feel? Excited?
Scared? Did they laugh?

3.

What did the music sound like – did it match the mood of what was
happening on screen?

Activity continued on the next page >>
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Activity outlines

4.

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Now ask them to discuss in pairs what objects could have been used to
make the sound effects. Remember this activity can be applied to any
of the films on the Storymaker. Ideas, in case of uncertainty, include:
Visual on screen

Foley sound

Gruffalo/animals stamping

Stamp on a heavily wet sponge

Mouse winking; thought
bubbles with the Gruffalo’s
body parts or animal recipes (eg
owl ice cream)

Reception bell or microwave ping

Frog croaking

Güiro

Snake hissing or tail rattling

Maracas or tambourine

Splashes in river

Splash hands or object in a bucket
of water

Footsteps

Walking on the spot in a tray of
(fresh!) cat litter

Twigs breaking

Snap celery stick in half

Wings flapping

Open and close an umbrella
quickly

Bashing into tree

Twang a ruler off the end of a
table

5.

Task children with locating objects in the classroom or from a selection
you provide (including percussion instruments) and experiment using
them to make sound effects for The Gruffalo. Note: adult supervision
may be required.

6.

If iPads or other sound-recording devices are available, you may wish
to record the sound effects to get a feel for how they sound when
recorded and played back. Are they clear or muffled? Too close or too
far away? This provides a great practice run for the addition of sound
effects when using the app.

7.

What next? It’s time to start planning the sound effects alongside the
story in the Storymaker scene planning activity. Sound effects can
then be recorded (or chosen from a provided pre-recorded range)
on the Storymaker. Don’t forget – less is more! You can refer to
Instructions for using the app for guidance if required.

intofilm.org
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Activity outlines

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Activity: My film journey
Not sure where to go next? Into Film clubs can borrow from a
catalogue of more than 4,000 films.
1.

Hand out copies of the My film journey maze on page 37 and
let pupils discover their next favourite film based on five different
pathways.

2.

In the maze, one film has been selected for each pathway.
However, there are many more options below, including details
for each recommendation.

3.

You may wish to read these out to pupils when discussing what
they discovered on their journeys.

My Film Journey Maze

Woodlands

My Neighbour Totoro – Walt Disney Pictures © (1988) All rights reserved.

Winnie the Pooh
2011 | Cert. U | 69 mins
Hand-drawn animation

Did you like the woodland setting for The
Gruffalo? Why not explore Hundred Acre
Wood with Pooh and his friends?

Bambi
1942 | Cert. U | 70 mins
Hand-drawn animation

If you like animal friends, try Bambi, about
a deer that makes friends with other
young animals and has to learn the ways
of the wood.

The Wind in the Willows
1996 | Cert. U | 83 mins
Live action

Do you dare to go into the Wild Wood (and
maybe see a bit of the riverside too!) with
Ratty, Mole and friends?

Robin Hood
1973 | Cert. U | 80 mins
Hand-drawn animation

This fun Disney adventure in Sherwood
Forest features Robin Hood as a fox and the
Sheriff of Nottingham as a wolf.

My Neighbour Totoro
1988 | Cert. U | 86 mins
Hand-drawn animation

In this Japanese animation we meet friendly
woodland spirits and creatures that help
sisters Satsuki and Mei when they move to a
new home.

Activity continued on the next page >>
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Activity outlines

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Animation
Raymond Briggs’ The
Snowman
1982 | Cert. U | 26 mins
Hand-drawn animation

Another classic book with animated
hand-drawn illustrations – a lovely watch
for all ages.

Chicken Run
2000 | Cert. U | 84 mins
Claymation/stop motion
animation

If you liked the animals in The Gruffalo, why
not try Chicken Run, an adventure story
featuring chickens animated in the same stop
motion style, but made from clay.

Binn Bunny Goes Green
2011 | Cert. E | 6 mins
Claymation/stop motion
animation

Check out another great claymation – this
time made by young people! It’s all about
animals working together to win an award
for Wood of the Year.

The Adventures of Prince
Achmed
1926 | Cert. PG | 66 mins
Silhouette animation

Step back in time to the early days of
animation and be inspired to try your own
shadow-puppet stories.

Lost and Found
2008 | Cert. U | 24 mins
Stop motion animation

Did you think the Mouse was brave on his
journey through the woods? In Lost and
Found, a young boy decides to try and help
a penguin find his way home.

The Red Balloon
1956 | Cert. U | 34 mins Live
action (French, but with
minimal dialogue)

Pascal is taken on a trip around Paris by a
mischievous balloon he finds.

Eleanor’s Secret
2009 | Cert. U | 80 mins
Hand-drawn animation

Nathan goes on an amazing adventure
to save everyone’s favourite storybook
characters, who have magically come to life.

James and the Giant Peach
1996 | Cert. U | 79 mins
Stop motion animation

James has an incredible escape from his
mean aunts and goes on a journey aboard
a giant peach full of insects that are as big
as him.

Journeys

Lost and Found – Studio Aka © (2008) All rights reserved.

Activity continued on the next page >>
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Activity outlines

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Language and rhyme

The Cat in the Hat – DreamWorks © (2003) All rights reserved.

Doctor Seuss
– The Cat in The Hat
1971 | Cert. U | 25 mins
Rhyming, hand-drawn
animation

Did you like the rhyming in The Gruffalo?
Then try the fun, nonsense-rhyming from
The Cat in The Hat!

Shaun the Sheep Movie
2014 | Cert. U | 85 mins
Animation, minimal
dialogue

How will you tell what’s going on when
there’s no talking at all?

Minions
2015 | Cert. U | 91 mins
CGI animation

What if the characters have their own
special language? Try and see if you can
understand the Minions in Despicable Me.

Ernest and Celestine
2012 | Cert. U | 76 mins
French with English
subtitles, hand-drawn
animation

If you like Shaun the Sheep and Despicable
Me, why not give a real foreign language
a go?

The Gruffalo’s Child
2011 | Cert. U | 26 mins
CGI/model animation

If you liked The Gruffalo, then you’ll love to
see what happens next with The Gruffalo’s
Child.

Room on the Broom
2012 | Cert. U | 25 mins
CGI/model animation

Was the Gruffalo supposed to be scary?
Do you think you’ll be afraid of this friendly
witch and her grumpy cat?

Monsters Inc.
2001 | Cert. U | 91 mins
CGI animation

What do you think would happen to
monsters if children weren’t afraid of
them?

Beauty and the Beast
1991 | Cert. U | 84 mins
Hand-drawn animation

Would you dare to stay in a castle in the
middle of the woods with a monster that
everyone else was afraid of?

Monsters

The Gruffalo’s Child – Weiland © (2011) All rights reserved.
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Storymaker: The Gruffalo

My film journey maze

Doctor
Seuss The Cat in
The Hat
intofilm.org
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Teachers’ notes

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Language activities: introduction
The Gruffalo book and film have been translated into over 60 different
languages around the world, including: French (Gruffalo), German (Der
Grüffelo), Spanish (El Grúfalo), Welsh (Y Gryffalo), Irish (An Garbhán),
Scottish Gaelic (An Gruffalo) and Latin (Gruffalo).
This is your pupils’ chance to dub their very own The Gruffalo films in any
language they like – the world is their oyster!

Bonjour
The Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition allows pupils to record
their voices in any language or dialect, so it can be incorporated into any
lesson where new on non-English languages are studied. Whether in
French or Welsh, Mandarin or Spanish, the Storymaker is a valuable tool
that can be used to increase engagement in language learning. It also
supports pupils with English as an Additional Language (EAL), allowing
verbalisation of ideas in their home languages, in a relaxed and creative
environment.
Don’t forget, any of the activities in this resource can be completed with
the additional challenge of recording it in a different language!

Taking it further
After your pupils have made and screened their Storymaker: The
Gruffalo films, you may wish to further explore the use of film in
teaching languages.
If French is the language of choice in your organisation, the activities in
Into Film’s Love Languages – French resource is a good place to start:
www.intofilm.org/resources.
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Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Activity:
Learn a language with Mouse
Task your class with the job of dubbing the nine key moments of the story
into the alternative language studied in your school. Introduce pupils to the
concept by transporting Mouse to a woodland where the animals speak
a different language and he needs help to communicate – otherwise he
might be eaten!

Note: prior to the lesson, you
will need to have prepared new
vocabulary in whichever language
your class is studying.

The following activity is comprised of a number of mini-tasks, and may take
place over a number of lessons.
Learning outcomes
Pupils will:

•
•

broaden their vocabulary using familiar material, including through
using a dictionary
develop accurate pronunciation and intonation in reading and speaking.

Equipment needed:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Gruffalo flashcards, cut out and laminated
Mouse’s translation dictionary activity sheet
Learn a language with Mouse activity sheet
Storyboard template
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition PowerPoint presentation
Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition
The Gruffalo book, in English and whichever language being studied
The Gruffalo DVD
Translation dictionary for language of choice
iPads or cameras
Optional: Storymaker scene planner

The Gruffalo flashcards and Learn a
language with Mouse sheets

Mouse’s translation dictionary
activity sheet and storyboard template

Activity outline
1.

Familiarise yourselves with The Gruffalo story – through watching the
DVD, reading the book and watching the key moments provided in
the Storymaker.

2.

Display slide 8 of the Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition presentation.
Tell pupils that Mouse has taken a holiday and has found himself in a
woodland where nobody speaks English! He needs help learning the
new language to stop himself from being eaten – can they help?

3.

Display The Gruffalo flashcards and teach pupils the new vocabulary
for the characters and setting. Allow pupils to create their own actions
for each new word, and use these actions to test them throughout
the week.

Into Film Storymaker: The Gruffalo
Edition PowerPoint presentation

Into Film Storymaker:
The Gruffalo Edition

Activity continued on the next page >>
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Activity outlines

4.

Provide pairs with copies of Mouse’s translation dictionary activity
sheet and send pupils on a research mission using translation
dictionaries and any apps or websites approved by your school. There
is space for more able pupils to add in new words of their choosing. It
might be useful for them to have a Storymaker scene in mind before
they begin this task.

5.

Sentences taken from the key scenes in the Into Film Storymaker:
The Gruffalo can be translated on the Learn a language with Mouse
activity sheet. Pupils should use the vocabulary developed over
the previous tasks above to: fill in the missing words; translate full
sentences; or even create their own new sentences. The speech
bubbles can be cut out and applied to drawings of the characters, or
used within a storyboard template.

6.

Cut the speech bubbles out and use them on an A3 enlarged copy of
the Storyboard template to plan their Storymaker films.

7.

This can then be used to write a script for their Storymaker film of
choice. The Storymaker scene planner can be used for this.

8.

Use the iPads or cameras to produce simple Record and Playback
films, to practise teaching Mouse the new lines he should speak to
avoid becoming dinner. Working in pairs, one pupil records another
pupil speaking their new lines, or they can converse back and forth
in dialogue. They should think about pronunciation and intonation,
reading carefully and with expression.

9.

Pupils share their ‘help videos’ with another group, peer-assessing on
pronunciation and correct vocabulary.
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

The Gruffalo flashcards
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

The Gruffalo flashcards
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Mouse’s translation dictionary
Help Mouse create his own translation
dictionary in the language you are learning.
What other words will you add to help him?

English

English

Mouse
Gruffalo
Snake
Fox
Owl
walk
favourite
goodbye
lunch
nose
teeth
nut
tongue
wood
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Learn a language with Mouse

I’m going to have lunch with
a gruffalo.

Hello

Where are you meeting
him?
His favourite food is

His

are

his

is

,

Goodbye, little mouse.
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Learn a language with Mouse
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Activity sheet

Storymaker: The Gruffalo

Storyboard template
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